Geneva House Leadership Covenant

Geneva House Mission
Our mission is to be an incredible community where people experience Jesus and his transformation in their lives.

Geneva House Strategy
To fulfill our mission we will build community, build disciples, and build leaders.

Geneva House Values

Community
- We will create a community where people feel cared for, valued, and part of the family.
- We will cultivate deep relationships of authenticity and accountability.

Discipleship
- We will help people connect deeply with God.
- We will help people flourish as followers of Jesus.

Leadership
- We will invest in the next generation by loving them, leading them, and learning from them.
- We will inspire the next generation to be exceptional leaders who step more fully into their mission in life.

Leadership Responsibilities
Becoming a leader for Geneva House means that you choose to live out the mission and the values of our organization. You represent Jesus and Geneva House and you model for others what our Christian community is all about - and you are being given authority and power. Being a leader is a big responsibility. That is why as you step into your calling, we ask that you be intentional and thoughtful about your role, and that you join us in committing to a leadership covenant. We do not expect anyone to be perfect, and we can learn a lot from our mistakes, so, when one of us stumbles, we will offer grace and encouragement along with accountability.

Leadership Pledge
As a leader representing Jesus and Geneva House, I will strive to:
- Live my personal and public life as a passionate follower of Jesus.
- Grow as a disciple by developing regular rhythms of prayer, bible reading, worship, and sabbath.
- Live out God’s mission to get people and God deeply connected.
- Lead with quality and excellence in everything I do.
- Invest in my leadership skills so I can be the best leader I can be.
- Grow in Christ’s likeness in every part of my life including my relationships with others, how I present myself both in person and online, and what I fill myself with.
- Submit myself to relationships of mutual accountability within our leadership team.
- Care for my emotional, spiritual, mental, and physical health.
- Live out the values of Geneva House.